MODELING AND ANALYSIS
PROGRAMMING (MAP)

Background
As the realms of clinical research expand, demonstrating the

The advent of this new era in clinical research brings much

safety and efficacy of a medical product through the confines

promise for safer and more effective medical interventions,

of a clinical trial protocol is not enough. Regulators are

but it also brings challenges as drug development

requiring drug developers to analyze data through a broader

companies implement cutting edge data science techniques

lens that accounts for biodiversity, real-world use, and

to cross examine collective data from past studies, current

targeted genomic, cultural, and environmental factors that

studies, and Real-World Evidence (RWE). More than ever

could influence medical outcomes. The scientific discipline of

before, advanced statistical models and AI/ML algorithms

translational medicine, which takes a “bench-to-bedside”

are required to monitor data continuously throughout a

approach to clinical research is quickly becoming the gold

trial as the complexity and volume of data expands.

standard in the industry.

ThoughtSphere Solution
ThoughtSphere’s integrated Modeling and Analysis

Additionally, developers can use MAP to generate ADaM

Programming (MAP) module allows data scientists and

datasets to support interim and final data submissions.

biostatisticians to seamlessly develop data models using SAS,

MAP’s available AI/ML libraries, automated process

R, and Python, with no data transfers or exports required.

workflows, and notebook capabilities allow developers

Models can be developed using real-time data curated in

across the globe to work in tandem to author, revise,

ClinHUB, our patented data ingestion engine, as well as

validate, and execute data models in real-time across a

imported external historical and RWE data sets. Using MAP

single study or program of studies. Furthermore, the AI/ML

data scientists can create dynamic AI/ML models to predict

or statistical models created in MAP can easily be published

outcomes and find patterns in complex, unstructured data.

to a dashboard within the ThoughtSphere platform to be part

Statistical models can also be created to test hypotheses, set

of study analytics routinely reviewed by the project team.

benchmarks, and monitor data throughout the trial.

MAP is directly connected to the ClinHUB data fabric, enabling online
access to both source and standardized data when executing
developed models. Online transfers are not needed to process the
models.

Key highlights of MAP:
Supports leading programming languages – R, Python

Software Development Kit (SDK) functions are

and SAS allowing users to select the preferred language

available to connect and retrieve data.

based on their competencies and/or their organization’s
standard practices

Common models across studies can be developed
and published. A configuration option is

Web-based solution accessible from any geographic

automatically enabled for providing study specific

location over the Internet

parameters for the model

Provides an intuitive user interface integrated with

Code versioning, peer review and code collaboration

Code Notebook capabilities allowing users to develop

capabilities available

and execute code interactively with inline
documentation of the results provided using markdown
syntax
MAP is directly connected to the ClinHUB data fabric,
enabling online access to both source and standardized

The module is GxP compliant validated for 21 CFR
Part 11 regulatory requirements
Integration with GIT based source control software is
available

data when executing developed models. Online transfers

Models developed in MAP can be integrated with the

are not needed to process the models.

platform’s data processor for scheduled processing

Leading statistics and AI/ML libraries are available

Ability to upload external data to combine with the

out-of-the-box to develop prediction and classification

collated data in the data fabric for ad-hoc analysis

models leveraging collated data, current and historical,

Generate ADaM data sets using R Admiral package

in the data fabric

